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ALAMEDA acknowledges that the care of patients with brain disorders is complex and manifestations of certain 
diseases could worsen over time and seriously impair the quality of life of patients and their caregivers

The PROJECT’S goal
The primary objective of ALAMEDA project is the better care for 
patients with brain disorders through the development of Big Data 
Analytics and Machine Learning methods that can provide clinically 
actionable information to complement medical recommendations
and foster better treatments.

The success of such applications will provide clinicians with the 
opportunity to better monitor patients and modify interventions
(including both pharmacological and non-pharmacological
treatment options) based on personalised data recordings. 

The project’s innovations will take advantage of new AI models, built 
upon lifestyle retrospective data as well as new streams of patient 
data that involve the monitoring of everyday activities, such as sleep 
behaviour and emotional status.

Use cases: ALAMEDA focus on three life-altering brain disease

Unlock the potential of sensor-
acquired data in Parkinson’s Disease

Digitally enhance rehabilitation 
monitoring for stroke patients

Use AI to predict relapse risk in
Multiple Sclerosis

How to early detect meaningful 
worsening of either global patient 
�æ�ç�Ô�ç�è�æ���â�å���æ�ã�Ø�Ö�Ü�����Ö���à�â�ç�â�å�¢�á�â�á���Ô�æ�ã�Ø�Ö�ç�æ�²

The goal is to correlate the recordings 
from technology-assisted devices in 
patients diagnosed with advanced 
PD to measurements in classical 
PD scales, such as the Movement 
�·�Ü�æ�â�å�×�Ø�å���Æ�â�Ö�Ü�Ø�ç�ì� �È�á�Ü�����Ø�×���Ã�Ô�å�Þ�Ü�á�æ�â�á�à�æ��
Disease Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS) 
and quality of life-related measures, 
as well as to correlate simple device 
�å�Ø�Ö�â�å�×�Ü�á�Ú���×�è�å�Ü�á�Ú���æ�ß�Ø�Ø�ã���ç�â���æ�ã�Ø�Ö�Ü�����Ö��
PD-related sleep scales and to 
polysomnographic recordings.

How to improve the capacity to 
predict the evolution of relapsing-
�å�Ø�à�Ü�ç�ç�Ü�á�Ú���Ù�â�å�à�æ���â�Ù���À�Æ�²

The goal is to test a machine 
�ß�Ø�Ô�å�á�Ü�á�Ú�¢�´�¼���Ô�ß�Ú�â�å�Ü�ç�Û�à���Ô�Õ�ß�Ø���ç�â���ã�å�Ø�×�Ü�Ö�ç��
the risk of developing a relapse in 
MS. Patients diagnosed with RRMS 
are equipped with wearables able 
to capture gross motor function 
and sleep characteristics. The 
information provided by the devices 
are correlated with the already 
existing data from the electronic 
Patient Reported Outcomes (ePRO) 
and the electronic Performance 
Measure (ePM).

How to improve the capacity to predict 
post-stroke functional independence 
�à�Ø�Ô�æ�è�å�Ø�×���Ô�Ö�Ö�â�å�×�Ü�á�Ú���ç�â���à�Å�Æ�²

The goal is to develop a set of metrics, 
which along with the accompanying 
software analysis toolkit, can extend 
the monitoring capabilities of 
neurologists for patients that have 
suffered from a stroke. The purpose of 
this extended monitoring is to allow 
physicians to have a continuous 
update on the patient recovery 
�ã�å�â�Ö�Ø�æ�æ���Ô�á�×���Û�Ü�æ�¢�Û�Ø�å���Ù�è�á�Ö�ç�Ü�â�á�Ô�ß��
independence progress according to 
�ç�Û�Ø���à�â�×�Ü�����Ø�×���Å�Ô�á�Þ�Ü�á���Æ�Ö�Ô�ß�Ø���›�à�Å�Æ�œ�Ÿ���Ü�á��
between clinical visits.

A Patient-Centric AI System

With and for end users

What we will monitor

AI can bring improvements and 
cost savings to several processes 
within healthcare operation and 
delivery. 
The use of AI methods (Big Data 
Analytics, Machine and Deep 
Learning) as predictive tools is
particularly relevant for brain 
diseases as, in many cases, by the 
time all the clinical symptoms
manifest, the outcomes are 
essentially irreversible.

In this light, better tools for 
assisting continuous monitoring 
and early detection are needed. 

�´�ß�Ú�â�å�Ü�ç�Û�à�æ���à�Ô�ì���������á�×���Û�Ü�×�×�Ø�á��
patterns in data, identify 
anomalies in “expected” patterns 
as well as common features and 
are able to highlight associations 
between patients, conditions and 
therapeutical options.

ALAMEDA’s machine learning and 
AI methodology will ensure that 
the algorithms are interpretable 
and explainable.

The ALAMEDA AI Toolkit will 
materialise the models, share the 
Data Processing and Analytics 
methods and the Visualisation and 
Applications layers. It will enable 
the healthcare community to 
�Õ�Ø�á�Ø�����ç���Ù�å�â�à���ç�Û�Ø���ã�å�â�Ý�Ø�Ö�ç���â�è�ç�Ö�â�à�Ø�æ��
working as an Open-Source SW. 
          

Movement

Vital parameters

Sleep

Lifestyle and adherence to treatment

Mental and cognitive functions and emotion recognition

We will acquire generic movement parameters continuously during the study, 
and more detailed ones, via smart bracelet, smart belts and smart insoles, which 
will be worn for limited periods before visits.

We will measure the heart rate and other functions of the autonomous nervous 
system through the smartwatch.

The behaviour of patients during sleep will be monitored through a system of 
sensors and electrodes for a limited period before the visit with the doctor.

We will monitor some relevant aspects of daily life, such as eating habits, 
wellbeing, the effects of the disease on the person, any changes in drugs, through 
interactive communication with the ALAMEDA system via smartphone. 

Patients carry out interactive mental function tests on smartphones and virtual 
reality games aimed at measuring cognitive functions. A novel emotion recognition 
application aggregates the received data and estimates the patient’s emotional 
status.

A wealth of data is gathered via wearables and sensors and 
collaborative, user-friendly data collection and user interaction 
is secured via a novel conversational agent���ê�Û�Ü�Ö�Û���è�æ�Ø�æ���æ�ã�Ø�Ö�Ü�����Ö��
�â�á�ç�â�ß�â�Ú�Ü�Ø�æ�Ÿ���Ü�á�ç�Ø�å�Ö�â�á�á�Ø�Ö�ç�Ø�×���Ü�á�ç�â���ç�Û�Ø���ã�å�â�Ý�Ø�Ö�ç�à�æ���æ�Ø�à�Ô�á�ç�Ü�Ö���à�â�×�Ø�ß�Ÿ���Ô�æ��
common vocabularies.

ALAMEDA recognises the centrality of the experiential knowledge of the patients in the design and the selection of the most 
suitable technological solutions. To do so, ALAMEDA has modelled its patient engagement approach around the principles 
and guidelines settled by the H2020 MULTI-ACT project.���¼�á���ç�Û�Ø���æ�Ô�à�Ø���×�Ü�å�Ø�Ö�ç�Ü�â�á�Ÿ���ç�Û�Ø���ã�å�â�Ý�Ø�Ö�ç���Ô�ß�æ�â���æ�Ø�Ø�Þ�æ���ç�â���Ü�á�á�â�é�Ô�ç�Ø���à�Ø�×�Ü�Ö�Ô�ß��
protocols by introducing a shared decision-making approach between medical professionals, patients and caregivers.

Advanced data analytics and AI systems are deployed in order to:

1. continuously monitor health status and overall functional and cognitive capacity;
2. evaluate outcomes that matter to patients.

This way, ALAMEDA makes a key contribution in easing the shift towards value-base healthcare models.    
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assessments for patients with Parkinson’s, Multiple Sclerosis and Stroke, to ensure that medical interventions are effective and that situations 

likely to aggravate can be predicted.
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